
 
 
COMPANY: FOX 13 AND FOX 13+   
LOCATION: SEATTLE, WA 
PRIMARY INDUSTRY: TV                                               
POSITION: NEWSCAST PRODUCER 
SALARY RANGE: $70,000-80,000  
OPEN DATE: 11/17/23 
CLOSE DATE: WHEN FILLED 
 
News Producer 
 
FOX 13 and FOX 13+ is seeking a dynamic newscast producer to join our team. 
Our producers contribute to the full editorial process in our newsroom – from the 
first editorial call to the moment a live newscast wraps up. The producers at FOX 
13 are top-tier journalists who have a passion for news in the Pacific Northwest – 
and around the world. Our producers are not “show stackers” – they are creative 
and curious journalists who think outside the box when building a newscast and 
come to the table every day with compelling stories to pursue. Producers play a 
critical role in determining how the news is presented, which involves strategic 
story placement within the rundown, as well as crisp, clear writing for the 
anchors to deliver. 
 
Producers are responsible for their individual, assigned newscast. Each producer 
works with their EP and other newsroom staff to take daily reporter assignments, 
VOs, VOSOTs and other stories to build a compelling, informative live newscast 
for the viewers of Western Washington. Producers log and transcribe soundbites, 
write VOs, teases and opens, create basic graphics and coordinate with video 
editors. They also manage the control room during their assigned newscast – 
working closely with a director and production team to ensure the live program is 
executed flawlessly.  
 
When breaking news happens, producers should be able to quickly add the 
appropriate information to the show. They are also called upon to produce 
unscheduled breaking news or other items as events warrant. This is a full time 
position on a regular shift, but the news is a 24/7 world and that could 
occasionally include other shifts as breaking news or other circumstances 
warrant. 
 
Pursuant to state and local pay disclosure requirements, the pay range for this 
role, with final offer amount dependent on education, skills, experience, and 
location is: $70,000-80,000 annually for Washington. This role is also eligible for 
various benefits, including medical/dental/vision, insurance, a 401(k) plan, paid 
time off, and other benefits in accordance with applicable plan documents. 



Benefits for Union represented employees will be in accordance with the 
applicable collective bargaining agreement.  Click Here to Apply 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://fox.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/FOXTVST_WEST/job/Seattle-Washington-USA/News-Producer_R50024067

